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“But other seed fell on 
good ground and yielded 

a crop that sprang up, 
increased and 

produced.” – Mark 4:8 

School has started and we currently have thirteen students enrolled in 
our first semester class. We have been busy preparing the soil, getting 
it just right, in order to plant seeds in “good ground.” God has been 
blessing each step of the way. We are so grateful for this opportunity 
to learn of Him and see Him in action. 

Preparing the Soil – each student tilled, mineralized the soil, 
helped lay down peat moss, and formed rows to prepare for planting. 
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Our ‘Work Bee” was an absolute 
success! Thank you to everyone 
who was able to come out and help. 
We were able to cut back a tree 
overshadowing the greenhouse, pull 
out all the bind weed, place a 2”x6” 
wooden beam across the entire 
length of the greenhouse to help 
with our side wall roll up, allowing 
for better passive ventilation.  

We will have another work bee in 
the future, so, stay tuned!  

Let the children and 
youth learn to recognize 

in natural things the 
working of divine 

agencies and they will 
be enabled to grasp by 

faith unseen benefits. As 
they come to understand 

the wonderful work of 
God in supplying the 

wants of His great 
family, and how we are 
to co-operate with Him, 

they will have more faith 
in God, and will realize 

more of His power in 
their own daily life.  

-E. G. White, COL 80.1 

 
List of Needs – Our program has had 
some very generous donors and we are so 
ever grateful! However, we still have some 
big needs on our list to fill. Would you 
consider helping our program as we 
continue to teach our students about God 
through His classroom.  
 
Agriculture Presentation – Come 
see what our program is all about as we 
present the purpose and methods behind 
what we are doing. You will definitely be 
blessed as you see how God works through 
His creation to teach and touch our hearts. 
OCTOBER 6, after Campion 
SDA Church Potluck 
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Special Thanks 

	
Acquainting	Agriculture’s	

List	of	Needs:	
Tools:	
Hand-held	mini	soil	blocker	-	$29	
Stand-up	2½in	soil	blocker	-	$204	
Broad	Fork	520	-	$215	
Broad	Fork	727	-	$225	
Bed	Preparation	Rakes(2)	-	$178		
Jang	Clean	Seeder	w/Rollers	-	$514	
Collinear	Hoe	3¾”	Fixed	Blade(2)	-	$90	
Collinear	Hoe	7”	Fixed	Blade(2)	-	$94	
Stirrup	Hoes	3¼”(2)	-		$110	
Stirrup	Hoes	5”(4)	-	$228	
Stirrup	Hoes	7”(2)	-	$122	
	
Winter	High	Tunnels:	
Caterpillar	Tunnel	#1	kit-	$1,400	
Caterpillar	Tunnel	#2	kit	-	$1,400	
Wind	Bracing	(2)	-	$150	
Center	Purlin	100’	(2)	-	$300	
Ground	Covers	6’x300’(3)	-	$375	
Silage	Tarps	40’x100’	(3)	-	$690	
Sand	Bags	100	bags	(2)	-	$80	
Rope	Re-winder	kit	(2)	-	$108	
	
Winter	Low	Tunnels:	
Hoops	10’	(42)	-	$282	
Tunnel	Hoop	Bender	-	$59	
Floating	Row	Covers	-	$380	
	
Deer/Rabbit	Fencing:	
T	–	posts	(55)	-	$340	
Deer	fencing	-	$119	
	
IF	THERE	ARE	ANY	SUPPLIES	YOU	WOULD	
LIKE	TO	DONATE	TOWARDS,	CONTACT	
anna.perea@campion.net	or	817-944-5730	
or	donate	directly:	campion.net/agriculture	
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